USER MANUAL

ELON NOVAC
Thank you for purchasing an authentic Elon Novac (EN) timepiece. We
have done everything to ensure your timepiece meets the requirements
administered by Elon Novac Inc. We are proud to announce that a portion of
proceeds from your purchase is donated to create mental health awareness
within North America.
It gets even better!
For every one hundred timepieces purchased, Elon Novac pledges to
support a child in a developing country by providing them with an education
for 12 months. We have partnered with NGOs who have a larger reach than
us to make a bigger impact. Read up more on our website at
www.elonnovac.com as we keep you up to date.
Thank you for joining our family and making a positive impact on the
societies that needs it most. Let’s create a movement strong enough to
change the world.

Time Offers Freedom
#ENTIMES
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THE DESIGN
is described as a sophisticated timepiece embellished with true
craftsmanship. With the use of a minimalistic monogram coupled with the
use of vegan leather and a simplistic look, this allowed us to focus on the
finer details when designing our collection. Elon Novac’s generous 38mm
size makes it perfect for your daily essentials. A statement piece, this is Elon
Novac’s fashionable take on everyday wear with modern interpretation.
The use of a vegan leather strap is Elon Novac’s take on providing a comfort
fit. Elon Novac operates in an eco-friendly community and is
dedicated towards keeping North America and all parts of this beautiful world
green.

MISSION
To provide education to children in developing countries.
For every hundred watches sold, Elon Novac pledges to sponsor one child in a developing nation. A good
quality education helps children reach their full potential; however, for millions of children and youth in lowincome countries, it is beyond reach. Elon Novac is currently working with a reputable organization, Save the
Children. The Global Education team at Save The Children works in five major areas:
Early Child Care and Development: These programs are focused on the first three years of life, a period of
tremendous growth in all areas of a child’s development. Caregivers promote brain development, health and
well-being to help children prepare for school.
Basic Education: The Basic Education programs help school age children develop literacy and numeracy
skills to help them succeed in the classroom and in their lives outside of school. Increased achievement in
literacy and numeracy, helps children engage more effectively throughout their school careers and in
adulthood.
School Health and Nutrition: The School Health and Nutrition team has a wide range of projects that help
children and their families overcome the effects of chronic illnesses such as malaria. Some other lessons
include waterborne diseases that cause diarrhea and lead to malnutrition, anemia as well as improving oral and
vision health, road safety and helping teach kids about nutrition.
Education Research: Save the Children’s dedicated researchers, build the capacity of the organization and its
members better understand what works for supporting all children’s learning and development.
Learning and Well being in Emergencies: Children living in conflict-affected states are half of all out-ofschool children in the world. Our priority is to educate children who are suffering from the stress of
displacement and violence and start to recover and resume some normalcy in their lives.
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HOW IT WORKS
1) How do I change the battery?
We cover all battery replacements for twelve months after the original
purchase. Do not open the casing of the timepiece unless it is completed by
an authorized Elon Novac mechanic or authorized reseller. Please email us
for a shipping address at info@elonnovac.com.
2) How do I clean the glass?
The glass can be cleaned using a micro fibre cloth or damp cloth.
3) How do I change the time?
Pull out the crown on the right side of the timepiece, change the hour and
minute movement by rotating clockwise or counter-clockwise until your
desired time appears. Push crown back in its original state.
4) How do I clean the timepiece strap?
To clean your timepiece strap, wipe using a damp cloth. We do not
recommend the use of detergent, cleaning or conditioning products.
5) Is this timepiece waterproof?
Your EN timepiece is water resistant up to 3ATM. It is suitable for everyday
use and is splash/rain resistant. Dry off the timepiece with a dry or damp
cloth if it becomes in contact with any fluid.
6) Why is the watchstrap stiff?
You will need to break in the fit. After multiple wears, your watch will be easy
to put on your wrist. We do not recommend the use of any leather
conditioners.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Size

38mm

Face Material

Hardened Mineral Crystal

Watch Strap Material

Vegan Leather

Movement

Quartz Movement

Water Resistance

Up to 3 ATM

3ATM is suitable for everyday use. Splash/rain resistant. Not suitable for
showering, bathing, swimming, snorkelling and fishing. If the timepiece
becomes in contact with any fluid, dry it off with a cloth.
Quartz Movement is one of the most reputable in the industry. We have
used a trusted movement piece in all of our timepieces to ensure it meets the
Elon Novac standard before it leaves the workshop.
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AUTHENTICITY
This user manual or packaging does not guarantee authenticity of an official
Elon Novac timepiece. Your proof of purchase such as a receipt is to
guarantee authenticity of your EN timepiece. Store your receipt in a safe
place.

WARRANTY
Elon Novac strives to manufacture timepieces of superior quality. This is
reflected in the accuracy of the timepieces, the attention to detail in the
assembly of the individual movement, and in the life expectancy of an EN
timepiece.
Elon Novac offers a lifetime international warranty on manufacturers defects.
It does not cover scratches to the case, strap, hardened crystal or any
damage that results from normal wear and tear. EN will replace your battery
at no cost for one year. Additional shipping charges may apply.
Each genuine timepiece purchased directly from Elon Novac is in its original
and tested condition and should only be serviced by qualified professionals
at the Elon Novac Service Center in accordance with the terms of the Elon
Novac Warranties.
Tampering with the timepiece by opening the casing or modifying the
components can result in a null and void warranty. Do not open or alter the
timepiece unless it is by an Elon Novac authorized dealer or mechanic.
If Elon Novac timepieces are serviced or repaired by unqualified third parties,
they may be subject to alterations from their original condition that are
beyond the control of Elon Novac Inc.
Elon Novac Inc. is not liable for any damages incurred during use and/or
handling of an EN timepiece and/or packaging. A full set of terms and
conditions can be viewed on our website at:
https://elonnovac.com/pages/terms-of-service
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CONNECT WITH US @ELONNOVAC or by using
#ENTIMES

DO NOT RECYCLE AND KEEP SMALL PARTS AND PIECES AWAY FROM
CHILDREN.
DO NOT DISPOSE OF BATTERY IN FIRE.

Elon Novac, Inc.
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TIME OFFERS FREEDOM
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